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"A graphic delineator of scenes and events, while at the same time a perfect master of language,

Mr. Ballou enlists the interest of his readers at the beginning, and does not allow it to wane. In the

present work he has done a valuable service to the young, especially, by taking them to a historic

spot, which, although it appears but a speck on the map, owing to its small superficial area, has a

romantic interest rarely equaled by any tract of like size. Its present aspect, too, is attractive and

picturesque. Since the opening of the Suez canal it has attained an importance, commercially

speaking, which brings it to more general notice than previously; while the student, the antiquarian

and the artist have learned the value of rich treasure which the island holds for them. It is the casual

tourist, the visitor, the sight-seer, the man of leisure, to whom Mr. Ballou most strongly appeals, and

the pen pictures which are given of a civilization covering 3,000 years, of Phoenician, Punic,

Roman, Grecian and Asiatic domination, must attract and interest all who read." -Good

Housekeeping  "Nothing worth seeing seems to escape his eye, while all that would delight others

to know is portrayed in a rich, graphic style." -New York Observer. "It is as useful to read him as it is

enjoyable to travel with him." -Journal of Education (Boston). "Few persons have traveled so

extensively, and no one more profitably, both to himself and the public, than Mr. Ballou." -Edwin P.

Whipple. "One of those pleasing accounts of which Mr. Ballou has furnished so many, in which the

graphic pen pictures of a tourist are made to alternate with accurate historical records, is to be found

in 'The Story of Malta.' His wide experience, his knowledge of men and their ways, his trained habit

of sight, and his quick faculties of reasoning, all combine to make this production one of interest and

profit." -The Chautauquan  "The island of Malta is not only a place of great historic interests, but one

of modern commercial importance as well. It is directly in the highway between Europe and Asia,

and has become a sort of half-way station for the great bulk of the shipping which traverses the

Suez Canal. 'The Story of Malta,' by Mr. Maturin M. Ballou, is an interesting and careful study of this

small but noteworthy bit of terra firma in Mediterranean waters." -Kate Field's Washington  "The

island of Malta, since the opening of the Suez Canal, has become the maritime half-way-house

between Europe and Asia, which imparts to it vast commercial importance and causes it to be

visited by many people who but from the force of circumstances would perhaps never have become

conversant with its singularly beautiful surroundings, or its fascinating capital, the unique city of

Valletta. Mr. Ballou's new volume gives a thorough description of the island of Malta, its history,

scenery and inhabitants." -Publishers Weekly  "Maturin M. Ballou's books of travel are so well

known to those that take pleasure in voyaging by proxy, that to mention a new book by him, its

subject and scope, is quite sufficient. His latest book is 'The Story of Malta,' and the subject is one



that gives good scope to Mr. Ballou's pen. Its historic nature carries well the slight touch of pedantry

that he always has, and its limited area concentrates his attention, and prevents that discursive

rambling from New Zealand to Norway that he delights in. The result is a very interesting book, with

some eloquent chapters." -The Overland Monthly
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American author Maturin Murray Ballou (1820Ã¢â‚¬â€œ1895) was a writer and publisher in

19th-century Boston. In 1851, Ballou established Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion.

The travel book written a century ago is pretty good, better than some others if that period, and

covers a wide range of topics. He has definite bias: things Englush are good, things Catholic are

bad. But he does well describing how Malta used to be, long ago. If interested in Malta and with a

historical bent, this shouldn't be the first or second book you read on the subject (1565 and 1941 are

more important), but probably it should be in the top dozen.

Not one of the best books of this type that I have read about Malta, although it did have some

interesting chapters.The author tended to be too opinionated for my liking. Especially with reference

concerning the Knights of St John. May be of interest to some readers , not really my cup of tea.

We visited Malta in April, 2015 and found this book very helpful. The country has an amazing history

and had we not read this, we could not have appreciated or enjoyed our visit as much as we did.



I enjoyed the style of the book and look forward to retracing steps if possible 110 years later.I

enjoyed discovering gems of the language.

Rather old and verbose, repating itself too often - nonetheless still interesting in some parts.

Most interesting book. I really enjoyed reading it.

This book looks like it was written around the 1890's

A very complete history of this island nation. Not friendly to the Catholics how are charge over there.
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